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Abstract 
This paper describes a case study examining the effects of metalinguistic awareness training 
on reading abilities of a pair of Cantonese dyslexic identical twin. This training emphasized 
direct establishment of metalinguistic awareness, including regularity and consistency 
awareness, through systematic word-reading tasks. It also investigated the effects of 
encouraging flexible use of phonological rules during the training program. To evaluate 
treatment efficacy, a chronological age-matched control was recruited that no training was 
given. The results showed that metalinguistic awareness training significantly improved the 
dyslexic twin’s reading abilities. Also, training with a flexibility concept was found to be 
more beneficial to enhancing reading performance as it facilitated learning of irregular 
inconsistent characters and eliminated over-regularization errors. 
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In the view of Nagy and Anderson (1999), learning to read is fundamentally 
metalinguistic. Metalinguistic awareness is the ability to identify, reflect on and manipulate 
structural features of language (Shu & Anderson, 1999; Li, Anderson, Nagy, & Zhang, 2002; 
Ho, Ng, & Ng, 2003). In alphabetic languages like English, several studies have documented 
that metalinguistic awareness is strongly related to reading development. To learn to read, 
children need to develop an insight that phonemes (the basic units of spoken language) map 
with letters (the basic units of written language) (Shu & Anderson, 1999). This is called 
grapheme-phoneme correspondence. In Chinese, recent research suggested that 
metalinguistic insight is also needed to learn to read, though this insight is rather different 
from alphabetic system. Children have to understand that orthographic structures represent 
syllables or words (Ho & Bryant, 1997; Shu & Anderson, 1999; Miller, 2002; Li, Gaffney, 
Packard, 2002). This is called orthography-phonology correspondence. 
The basic units of written Chinese are characters. Most Chinese words are made up by 
two or more characters. Children are expected to learn more than 3000 characters after Grade 
six in Hong Kong (Leung & Lee, 2002). The majority of Chinese characters are phonetic 
compounds (80% or above). Each phonetic compound consists of two parts, a semantic 
radical to carry semantic information and a phonetic radical to provide phonological 
information. For example, the word 指甲 “nail” is composed by two characters, a phonetic 
compound 指 “finger” and a non-phonetic character 甲 “coat”. 指 /zi2/ has phonetic radical 
旨 /zi2/ that provides the pronunciation of the whole character. It also has a semantic radical
扌 “hand” that “finger” and “hand” are semantically related. 捉 “to catch”, 打 “to beat”, 摸 
“to touch” also carry the same semantic radical and they are all semantically related to 
“hand”. 甲 is a non-phonetic character that it cannot be separated into radicals.  
Phonetic radicals provide phonological cues for pronouncing Chinese characters via 
two rules: regularity and consistency. Regularity is how much a phonetic radical contributes 
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to pronunciation of a phonetic compound (Shu, Chen, Anderson, Wu, & Xuan, 2003). A 
regular character has pronunciation exactly the same with its phonetic radical. For example,  
the character 蝴 “butterfly” and its phonetic radical 胡 are both pronounced as /wu4/. 湖  
“lake”, 糊  “vague”, 瑚  “coral” carry the same phonetic radical and they are all pronounced 
as /wu4/. An irregular character has different pronunciation with its phonetic radical. For 
example, 移 “to move” is read as /ji4/ and it phonetic radical 多 “many” is read as /do1/.  
Consistency is how congruent the pronunciations of the characters within a family in 
which all members share the same phonetic radical (Shu et al., 2003). A consistent character 
has the same pronunciation with most members within its family. For example, in the family 
of radical 我 /ngo3/,  鵝, 娥, 俄, 哦, 峨 and 蛾 are all pronounced as /ngo5/. An inconsistent 
character has different pronunciation with its members. For example, in the family of radical 
古 /gu2/, the members have different pronunciations, like枯 /fu1/, 苦/fu2/,姑 /gu1/,估 /gu2/, 
故 /gu3/ and胡 /wu4/. Consistency can be measured by calculating the ratio between the 
number of phonetic representations and the number of characters in the whole family (Tzeng, 
Zhong, Hung, & Lee, 1995). For example, in the family of 我, 餓 /ngo6/ is an exception with 
different pronunciation with the rest. The consistency ratio is 2/7 = .29.  
Several studies suggested that understanding these phonological functions of radicals 
is important for reading Chinese phonetic compounds (Tzeng et al., 1995; Yang & Peng, 
1997; Shu, Anderson, & Wu, 2000a; Ho et al., 2003). Metalinguistic awareness helps a reader 
to read Chinese words by deriving phonological representation from phonetic radicals or by 
analogy with the same phonetic radical. The former is called regularity awareness and the 
latter is called consistency awareness.  
Regularity awareness is the ability to understand the contribution of phonetic radical 
to pronunciation of phonetic compound (Shu et al., 2003). Chinese children as young as 
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second graders have established the awareness of regularity (Ho & Bryant, 1997; Shu et al., 
2000a). They perform better in reading regular characters than irregular characters. They also 
show over-regularization in reading unfamiliar characters (e.g. 穢 /wai3/ “dirty” is read as 歲 
/seoi2/ “year”). Shu et al. (2000a) suggested that this awareness continues to develop over the 
elementary school years with increasing influence of phonological regularity in reading 
Chinese characters and increasing percentage of phonetic-related errors.  
Consistency awareness is the ability to identify the congruence of pronunciation in 
characters within a family that all members share the same phonetic radical (Shu, Zhou, & 
Wu, 2000b). Shu et al. (2000b) suggested that good readers in Grade four start to be aware of 
the phonological cue given by the consistency of pronunciation among characters with the 
same phonetic radical. They found that consistency awareness had developed at Secondary 
two regardless of the difference in reading ability. The readers try to read unfamiliar 
characters by analogy in the same family. The improvement in this awareness, therefore, 
contribute to increasing percentage of “neighbor” error that the select a wrong member from 
the family (e.g. 澆 /hiu1/ “to water” is read as 燒 /siu1/ “to burn”). 
Although children do have the metalinguistic insights in regularity and consistency of 
characters while developing reading skills, they do not learn these two rules explicitly. The 
regularity and consistency rules are contradictory in reading some characters that they cannot 
be applied at the same time. For example, in the family of phonetic 爭 /zang1/ “to argue”, 箏 
“kite”, 掙 “to earn” and睜 “to open eye” are pronounced as /zang1/ and 淨 “clean” and 靜 
“quiet” are pronounced as /zing6/. The pronunciation of 箏 follows regularity rule and 淨 
follows consistency rule.  If children read 淨 following regularity rule or read 箏 following 
consistency rule, they will mispronounce them. Therefore, a good reader should flexibly 
apply the rules while reading. In normal reading development, children make more over-
regularization and “neighbor” errors before this flexibility is maturely built up.  
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Developmental dyslexia is a specific reading difficulty that is not resulted from any 
developmental, cognitive or sensory impairment. It was generally agreed that Chinese 
children with poor reading performance show poorer ability in identifying the phonological 
functions of radicals than good readers (Tzeng et al., 1995; Shu & Anderson, 1997; Shu et al., 
2000b; Ng & Ng, 2003). Dyslexic children do not develop metalinguistic awareness as their 
normally achieving peers. They heavily rely on ineffective logographic strategies in word 
reading (Snowling, 1981) that they can not decode characters into radical components. It is 
hypothesized that metalinguistic awareness training will improve Chinese dyslexic children’s 
reading abilities by enhancing regularity and consistency awareness. 
Very few studies have been done to examine training strategies for improving Chinese 
dyslexic children’s reading abilities. Ho and Ma (1999) conducted a training program for a 
group of second and fifth graders with developmental dyslexia to explicitly use phonological 
regularity in reading Chinese characters. In this program, characters with different degrees of 
phonological regularity were taught, including regular, partially regular (a character and its 
radical have the same syllable in different tones, e.g. 媽 /ma1/ “mother”  and 馬 /ma5/ 
“horse”) and irregular characters. The performance of reading untrained characters was used 
to evaluate generalization of skills. The training improved children’s ability in reading 
untrained regular characters but not untrained irregular characters. Generalization of skills 
was only achieved in reading regular characters. Explicit teaching of phonological rule would 
discourage the children to use it flexibly. Although it was not stated in the study, it could be 
expected the children made more over-regularization errors after the training. Since only 20 
to 30 percent of Chinese characters are regular, overuse of the regularity rule will 
disadvantage the children’s overall reading performance and high opportunity of making 
errors will also frustrate the children.  
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Ho and Cheung (1999) examined a phonological awareness training program for 
Chinese dyslexic children in Grade two to four. In this program, skills regarding onset, rime 
and tone detection were taught by computer exercises. The generalization of skills was weak 
that improvement was only found in training tasks but not in experimental tasks. This 
program was similar to dyslexia treatment in alphabetic language by enhancing awareness of 
phonemes (onset and rime). However, pronunciation of Chinese characters does not map with 
onset or rime alone but with a whole syllable with onset plus rime. Since it did not consider 
the specific features of Chinese writing system, the result of weak generalization was not 
surprising. 
Apart from training phonological skills, Ho, Lam, and Au (2001) carried out a 
multisensory training program for Chinese dyslexic children in Grade three to five. In this 
program, different sensory modalities, such as visual, auditory and tactile, were used to 
enhance children’s memory for character recognition. Though improvement was achieved in 
reading performance, the generalization of learned skills was not obvious.  Since the learning 
of words was stimulated individually and holistically, it was promoting logographic strategies 
that were considered as ineffective in developing reading skills (Snowling, 1981). This 
strategy was compensatory that the underlying deficit of poor reading performance was not 
intervened. It blotted out dyslexic children’s potential to learn phonological strategies that 
their normally achieving peers used.  
Evaluating the above studies, current training programs for developmental dyslexia 
did have limited treatment effect. This study examined the treatment efficacy of 
metalinguistic awareness training. It was hypothesized to be effective as 1) it helped dyslexic 
children to develop phonological strategies that generalization of skills were allowed, like 
their normally achieving peers; 2) it targeted at dyslexic children’s underlying deficit of poor 
reading performance, i.e. difficulty to develop metalinguistic awareness; 3) it promoted the 
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flexibility in the use of phonological rules as it emphasized metalinguistic awareness rather 
than explicit training of rule-uses; 4) it considered the specific features of Chinese writing 
system that both regularity and consistency awareness were intervened. 
Normal readers are able to decode Chinese characters into semantic and phonetic 
radicals and they are aware of the phonological functions that phonetic radicals carry. They 
are able to organize relevant phonetic compounds systematically from a great number of 
different kinds of characters in their language environment. This organization results in 
regularity and consistency awareness. Dyslexic children who are unaware of the functions of 
sub-character components have to encode characters as a whole and memorize their 
pronunciations one by one. To build up their awareness of regularity and consistency, this 
training program was organized in a way that relevant phonetic compounds being grouped 
together as stimuli for dyslexic children to develop metalinguistic awareness. In a facilitative 
learning environment, these children would be able to develop regularity and consistency 
awareness with a lower processing load.  
The stimuli used in this program were all low frequency characters as regularity effect 
and consistency effect were only significant in reading this kind of characters (Wu & Shu, 
1999). If high frequency characters were used, the client might have learned them by 
logographic strategies and could retrieve their pronunciations quickly without being aware of 
the functions of phonetic radicals. All the stimuli were selected from the Hong Kong Corpus 
of Primary School Chinese with characters extracted from Chinese language textbooks in 
primary school (Leung & Lee, 2002). 
Phonetic compounds were organized into four categories, including regular consistent, 
regular inconsistent, irregular consistent and irregular inconsistent, which were formed by the 
interaction of regularity and consistency effects. Since only one phonological rule was 
significant in each category, it facilitated dyslexic children to be aware of regularity or 
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consistency while learning one specific category of characters. For example, while learning 
regular characters, all stimuli had the same pronunciation with their phonetic radicals. 
Regularity was the only feature that children could be aware, without any distraction by other 
irrelevant characters like irregular characters, consistent characters and non-phonetic 
compounds.  
It was unknown that how children with normal reading performance internally 
organize the phonetic compounds in terms of category and sequence, that is, how they 
develop regularity and consistency awareness. They might be more sensitive to a specific 
category in earlier stage and might alert other categories in later stages. It was worth to 
examine whether the sequence of presentation of different categories of characters would 
foster the development of metalinguistic awareness and which sequence would achieve 
greater treatment effect. In this study, two sequences were proposed.  
The two sequences in this program were examined by a co-twin study. An identical 
twin was recruited to receive these two different training sequences in the same period of 
time and with the same set of stimuli. They had identical heredity and usually a very similar 
environment. Therefore, all variables were held constant, as far as possible, except the 
differences produced by the two training sequences to ensure that any difference in reading 
performance after training was made by different orders of presenting the four categories of 
Chinese characters.  
In sequence 1, the client was exposed to regular consistent characters (Phase A) and 
then regular inconsistent characters (Phase B1) so that he might acquire regularity awareness 
after repeated exposure. Then, training on regularity awareness was terminated and training 
on consistency awareness followed through exposing to irregular consistent characters (Phase 
C1). Finally, the ambiguity between the pronunciation of a character and its phonetic radical 
were introduced by learning irregular inconsistent characters (Phase D). Regularity awareness 
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was introduced first because children acquire it earlier than consistency awareness in normal 
reading development (Shu et al., 2000b). A period of overgeneralization in the middle of 
developing the two skills was expected as normally achieving readers (Yeng & Pang, 
1997).This sequence presented regularity and consistency awareness separately. The client 
did not have an opportunity to explore the flexible use of these two rules.  
 
Table 1   
The Two Sequences of Presenting Treatment Stimuli 
Categories of characters (no. of stimuli) 
Phase Sequence 1  Phase Sequence 2 
A Regular consistent (40) A Regular consistent (40) 
B1 Regular inconsistent (40) B2 Irregular consistent (40) 
C1 Irregular consistent (40) C2 Regular/irregular inconsistent (80) 
D Irregular inconsistent (40) --- 
 
In sequence 2, regularity awareness was promoted through repeated exposure of 
regular consistent character (Phase A) as in the sequence one. Then, consistency awareness 
was targeted by exposing to irregular consistent characters (Phase B2). Finally, regular 
inconsistent and irregular inconsistent characters (Phase C2) that shared the same phonetic 
radical were simultaneously used. The pronunciations of irregular inconsistent characters 
were ambiguously related to their phonetic radicals and the members from the same family. 
More effort was needed to learn this category as their pronunciations were not rule-governed. 
It was hypothesized that training in Phase C2 would emphasize the inconsistency of 
pronunciations between characters in the same family and, therefore, would facilitate the 
learning of irregular inconsistent characters. It was also hypothesized that having regular and 
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irregular characters learned at the same time would reinforce the awareness that regularity 
effect was not applicable in all phonetic compounds. Over-regularization errors were 
expected to be eliminated. In short, this sequence allowed the client to explore the flexible 
use of regularity and consistency rules, which was important to reading in real world. It was 
hypothesized that greater training effect would be achieved by using this sequence than 
sequence 1.  
In summary, the purpose of this study was to investigate the following questions: 
1. Was training metalinguistic awareness effective to improve Chinese children’s reading 
abilities?  
2. Was sequence 2 (with a flexibility concept) more beneficial to improve reading abilities 
than sequence 1 (without a flexibility concept)? 
3. What were the characteristics of acquisition across phases of training? 
4. Were the acquired skills generalized to read untrained characters? 
5. What was the difference among the two subjects and the chronological age-matched 
control in terms of changes in reading ability between pre- and post-training conditions?  
To prove training effectiveness, the two subjects should obtain more significant 
improvement in post-treatment assessment than the chronological age-match control. This 
result suggested that enhanced reading performance was resulted from treatment effect rather 
than only developmental effect. It indicated that their acquired skills were generalized to 
untrained characters, too. Also, if training with sequence 2 was more effective than sequence 
1, the subject who received the former would show greater improvement in post-treatment 
assessment than another who received the latter. Since assessment performance was an 
indicator of reading ability, the result suggested that using sequence 2 was more beneficial to 
dyslexic children.  
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Method 
Participants 
Subjects were a pair of 11-year-6-month-old Cantonese-speaking identical twin, LHK 
and LHC, who studied Grade five in an ordinary primary school. They were diagnosed to 
have developmental dyslexia in October 2004. Their reading abilities were 1.47 SD and 2.43 
SD below the age mean, respectively (tested by Cantonese Character Naming Test, which is 
a standardized Chinese character reading test). The results of Raven’s Standard Progressive 
Matrices (SPM) (Raven, 1956) and Visual Perceptual Skills Test (Gardner, 1996) showed 
that they have normal non-verbal IQ, visual memory and visual-spatial relationship. They 
were also screened to ensure that they did not have any suspect brain damage, uncorrected 
sensory impairment, serious emotional or behavioral problems. Following the assessment, 
they received a weekly group therapy in the Developmental Dyslexia Clinic in the University 
of Hong Kong until January 2005. The treatment stimuli were low frequency phonetic 
compounds in Grade three, which were presented to them by using method similar to 
sequence one. After the group therapy, their reading abilities were reassessed by the same 
tests. Their performances were within normal range that LHC was 1.0 SD and LHK was 0.93 
SD below mean, measured by Cantonese Character Naming Test. The current treatment 
program started right after the group therapy was completed. 
A control matched with chronological age and gender was recruited. He passed in the 
same screening procedures. He underwent the pre-and post-treatment assessments at the same 
period of time with the subjects but no treatment was given. 
Pre-treatment Assessment 
1. Chinese Character Naming Test (CNT)—This standardized test consists of 150 single 
Chinese characters (phonetic compounds and non phonetic compounds) with two levels 
of regularity (regular and irregular) and three levels of frequency (high, mid, low). 
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2. Chinese word reading—This test is a part in the Hong Kong Test of Specific Learning 
Difficulties in Reading and Writing (Ho, Chan, Tsang, & Lee, 2000). It is a standardized 
test which consists of 150 Chinese two-character words arranged in ascending order of 
difficulty. 
Treatment Procedures 
A total of 40 low frequency characters in Grade five were selected for each of the four 
categories of characters. A total 160 characters were used in this treatment program. Each of 
them was paired with another character, either a phonetic compound or a non-phonetic 
compound, by the experimenter to form a two-character word. 
In each visit, four sets of 10 stimuli, embedded in 10 two-character words, were 
randomly selected from the 40 stimuli from one character category. First, each word was 
presented in written form without highlighting the target character. The client was asked to 
read aloud the selected 10 words. When he mispronounced any character, either targeted or 
non-targeted, verbal feedback of the correct pronunciation and the explanation of the word 
were given together with a corresponding picture. Then he had to read aloud the word 
correctly once. Regardless of the accuracy percentage of the subject’s performance in each 
set, it was followed by a new set with another 10 randomly selected words. After all 40 words 
were introduced once, they would be randomly separated again into four new sets of 10 
words and the same procedure was repeated until the client met the criteria of moving to the 
next phase. The criteria was obtaining at least 80% accuracy in five of six consecutive sets. 
The same set of stimuli was presented to the two subjects in different sequences. The 
two clients were randomly assigned to one sequence.  LHK was trained by sequence 1, which 
consisted of a baseline phase and four treatment phases. LHC was trained by sequence 2, 
which consisted of a baseline phase and three treatment phases. The difference between these 
two programs was the timing to introduce regular inconsistent characters.  
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In this program, regular characters are defined as those who have the same onset, rime 
and tone with their own phonetic radicals. Consistent characters are those with 1.5 or below 
consistency coefficient and inconsistent are those with 3 or above. 
Probe Test 
A baseline probe test was administered at the end of each visit to measure the treatment 
progress. The probe list had five treatment stimuli used in the respective visit, five untrained 
characters randomly selected in each of the four categories, and five non-phonetic 
compounds. The list had a total of 30 characters arranged in random order. The subjects were 
asked to read aloud the characters and no feedback was given.    
Baseline Measures 
Before Phase A and after each successive phase of training, Baseline /Generalization 
/Control measures were administered. The test was used to assess generalization and 
maintenance of skills in reading different trained categories of Chinese characters. It 
consisted of 75 untrained Chinese characters. There were 15 characters randomly chosen in 
each of the four categories of Chinese characters, plus 15 untrained non-phonetic compounds. 
The use of untrained characters was to exclude improvement due to practice effect in trained 
characters. If the training program was effective, treatment effect would only be found in 
trained categories with no or little positive change found in untrained category. The total 75 
characters in Baseline measures were presented in random order. The subjects were asked to 
read aloud the list of characters with no feedback was given. 
Schedule of Visits 
The treatment program was conducted between 9th January and 3rd February in 2005. 
Subjects were visited three times a week at their home. A total of 10 visits were done to each 
subject and each individual treatment lasted 45 minutes. 
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Post-treatment Assessment 
Treatment program was terminated when subjects achieved criterion on all three/four 
phases of training. After this, the Chinese Character Naming Test and the Chinese word 
reading test were repeated. 
Data Analysis  
Figure 1 summarized the design of the metalinguistic awareness training study. A 
multiple baseline research design was used to evaluate treatment effectiveness. Three types of 
stimuli were included: treatment, generalization and control.  
 
Figure 1.   
Design of the metalinguistic awareness training study. 
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Results 
Both LHC and LHK showed more significant changes in reading two-character words 
and single characters than the control (see Table 2). This suggests that training metalinguistic 
awareness was effective to improve Chinese children’s reading performance. 
 
Table 2   
Comparison of Participants’ Reading Performances in Pre- and Post-Training Assessments 
Tests Pre-Tx (% correct) Post-Tx (% correct) % of max. change 
LHC    
CNT 59.3% (89/150) 63.3%  (95/150) +4 % 
Baseline measures 37.7%  (28.3/75)* 46.7%  (35/75) +9.4 % 
Chinese word reading 69.3%  (104/150) 84.7%  (127/150) +15.4 % 
LHK    
CNT 58.7%  (88/150) 62.7%  (94/150) +4% 
Baseline measures 37.7%  (28.3/75)* 42.7% (32/75) +5% 
Chinese word reading 72.7%  (109/150) 74% (111/150) +1.3 % 
LHK (Supplementary Phase) 
CNT 62.7% (94/150) 65.3% (98/150) +2.6% 
Baseline measures 42.7% (32/75) 48% (36/75) +5.3% 
Chinese word reading 74% (111/150) 79.3% (119/150) +5.3% 
Chronological age-match control 
CNT 83.3% (125/150) 80.6% (121/150) -2.7 % 
Baseline measures 68% (51/75) 69.3% (52/75) +1.3 % 
Chinese word reading 90% (135/150) 91.3% (137/150) +1.3 % 
Note. * The average score of 3 measures in Baseline Phase. 
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Phonetic Compound Treatment Stimuli 
LHC completed Phase A in 2 visits, Phase B2 in 2 visits and Phase C2 in 6 visits. He 
was able to master regular consistent and irregular consistent target stimuli quickly once the 
treatment began. He spent longer time on learning both regular inconsistent and irregular 
inconsistent target stimuli.  
 
Table 3 
The Schedule of the Training Program and the Number of Sets Needed in Each Phase 
 Visit  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Date of visit 9/1 14/1 16/1 18/1 20/1 22/1 24/1 28/1 30/1 3/2 
LHC Phase A B2 C2 
No. of sets 17 17 43 
LHK Phase A B1 C1 D E 
No. of sets 14 6 17 41 16 
 
LHK completed Phase A in 1.5 visits, Phase B1 in 0.5 visit, Phase C1 in 1.5 visits, and 
Phase D in 4 visits. Although the treatment program was completed, LHK still showed 
limited improvement in reading irregular consistent characters in generalization probe. This 
suggests that consistency awareness was not yet consolidated. A supplementary Phase E for 
this category of characters was added and was completed in 2 visits. He was able to master 
regular consistent, regular inconsistent and irregular consistent target stimuli quickly. Similar 
with LHC, more time was needed in the last phase to learn irregular inconsistent characters.  
Although LHC spent longer time on learning the same set of treatment stimuli than 
LHK, their number of trials they needed was similar. LHC needed 77 sets and LHK needed 
78 sets to meet the criteria of completing the treatment phases (see Table 3).  
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Generalization Probe 
Four categories (regular consistent, irregular consistent, regular inconsistent and 
irregular inconsistent) of probes were used to assess generalization of treatment effect to 
untrained characters after the completion of each phase. Figure 2 showed the percentage 
correct of each type of characters.  
LHC showed increased accuracy in three categories of probes, except that accuracy of 
irregular inconsistent assessment stimuli remained unchanged throughout the training 
program. After training regular consistent characters (Phase A), he made the same increase in 
terms of percentage in regular consistent, regular inconsistent and irregular consistent stimuli. 
After training irregular consistent characters (Phase B2), similar effect was found as after 
Phase A. After training regular inconsistent plus irregular inconsistent characters (Phase C2), 
the accuracy of reading regular inconsistent and irregular consistent characters continuously 
increased with regular consistent stimuli remained unchanged.  
LHK showed general increase in three categories of probes but no change in irregular 
inconsistent items. After training regular consistent characters (Phase A), he showed 
improvement only in reading regular consistent and regular inconsistent items. After training 
regular inconsistent characters (Phase B1), increase was found in the three types of stimuli 
with regular consistent items met the ceiling. After training irregular consistent characters 
(Phase C1), increase was found in this category, with a drop in reading regular inconsistent 
characters. After training irregular inconsistent characters (Phase D), no change was found in 
reading this category of characters. After training a new set of irregular consistent characters 
(Phase E), only this category of character showed increased accuracy. 
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Figure 2.   
LHC and LHK’s percentage correct on generalization and control probes.  
 
 
Control Probe 
Both LHC and LHK showed no significant difference in reading non-phonetic 
compounds between pre-and post-treatment assessments (see Figure 2). 
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Error Analyses 
Error patterns reflected the metalinguistic processing that the subjects underwent while 
reading. The subjects’ mispronounced phonetic compounds in the Character Naming Test 
were analyzed in terms of regularity and consistency effects. Errors found in non-phonetic 
compounds were excluded because metalinguistic processing was not allowed without a 
phonetic radical.  
 
Table 4  
The Error Pattern in Reading of the Subjects and the Chronological age-match Control 
Error type Pre-training Post-training % of max. change 
LHC    
Over-regularization  25.5% (13/51) 29.5% (13/44) +4 % 
“neighbor” errors 15.7% (8/51) 25% (11/44) +9.3 % 
Others 
LHK 
58.8 % (30/51) 45.5 % (20/44) -13.3% 
Over-regularization  23.4 % (11/47) 32.6 % (15/46) +9.2 % 
“neighbor” errors 19.1 % (9/47) 21.7 % (10/46) +2.6 % 
Others 57.4 % (27/47) 45.7 % (21/46) -11.7 % 
LHK (Supplementary Phase) 
Over-regularization  32.6 % (15/46) 19.5 % (8/41) -13.1 % 
“neighbor” errors 21.7 % (10/46) 26.8 % (11/41) +5.1 % 
Others 45.7 % (21/46) 53.7 % (22/41) +8 % 
 
The errors were categorized into three types as described in Table 4. Over-
regularization meant that a character was mispronounced as its phonetic radical (e.g. 碰
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/pung3/ “to touch” was read as 並 /bing6/ “also”). “Neighbor” errors meant that a character 
was mispronounced as its phonetic analogy (e.g. 掙 /zang1/ “to earn” was read as 靜 /zing6/ 
“quiet”). Others included no response as well as errors not in the first two categories.  
Generally speaking, the subjects made more metalinguistic-related errors (over-
regularization plus “neighbor” errors) in post-treatment than pre-treatment, except that LHK 
showed a decrease in making regularity errors after the Supplementary Phase E was 
completed.  
Discussion 
The Effectiveness of Metalinguistic Awareness Training on Reading Abilities  
The comparison between pre- and post- treatment assessments of LHC and LHK 
indicates the metalinguistic awareness training program improved the subjects’ reading 
abilities. Both subjects achieved better performance in terms of percentage correct in all three 
tests. They demonstrated not only consistent improvement in treatment items but also 
generalization to untrained items. Moreover, the change in error patterns in pre- and post-
training conditions shows that regularity and consistency related errors increased after 
treatment.  This phenomenon suggests that the regularity and consistency awareness were 
applied during their reading (see Table 3). 
It is argued that LHC and LHK’s progress was due to the metalinguistic awareness 
training rather than non-specific treatment effect or purely developmental effect. First, the 
subjects showed stable performance in Baseline Phase. This shows that repeated exposure 
alone could not lead to changes in reading performance. Second, the occurrence of 
improvement on treatment items and generalization probe generally coincided with the 
introduction of treatment phases. Third, performance on control probe, the non-phonetic 
compounds, remained poor over the baseline and treatment phases. These suggest that the 
training program could account for the changes in reading performance. Although the 
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chorological age-matched control demonstrated improvement in post-training condition, the 
subjects achieved greater improvement than him in all tests. This indicates that their reading 
ability improved developmentally within the period of treatment, but the improvement could 
not account for the treatment effect detected.  
The results suggest that metalinguistic awareness could be developed directly through 
systematic word-reading tasks and the enhanced metalinguistic awareness contributed to 
improvement in reading abilities.  
The Effects of Metalinguistic Awareness Training by Different Sequences on Reading 
Different Categories of Chinese Characters across Phases of Training 
Over the treatment program, once a particular category of characters was trained, 
significant improvement was obtained in reading this category in the Baseline measures (see 
Figure 2), except in irregular inconsistent characters. For example, after training regular 
consistent items (Phase A), the performance in reading this category of characters improved 
in generalization probe. This indicates that the subjects enhanced their metalinguistic 
awareness as they could make more correct, educated guesses while reading unfamiliar 
characters.  
In sequence 1, a drop of performance was found in reading regular inconsistent items 
in generalization probe after training of irregular consistent characters was completed. It was 
because regularity and consistency effects could be contradictory. Except in reading regular 
consistent characters, the correct pronunciation of unfamiliar characters could not be guessed 
by phonetics (regularity effect) and analogy (consistency effect) at the same time. Therefore, 
after consistency effect was reinforced in Phase C1, regularity effect was de-learned and, then, 
led to a drop in reading regular inconsistent characters (see figure 2). It suggests that LHK 
did not realize which families were consistent and which were not. This lack of realization 
hindered the flexible use of consistency rule that he applied it to read regular inconsistent 
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characters. This result demonstrates the importance of training metalinguistic awareness with 
flexibility, which was emphasized in sequence 2.  
 
Figure 3.   
LHC and LHK’s probe test results on reading irregular inconsistent items. 
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According to the result of generalization probe, treatment effect was only found in the 
reading of trained irregular inconsistent items but not in reading untrained one. The probe test 
result in reading irregular inconsistent items was quite different from the above result (see 
Figure 3). Since the number of stimuli of each category of characters was only five, the result 
was less reliable than Baseline measures. Improvement could be obtained if the subjects were 
familiar with the stimuli which were changed every visit. That might explain why the 
performances were fluctuating. However, a trend of improvement was still observed in 
reading untrained irregular inconsistent characters once the treatment phase for this type was 
introduced. This shows that although the correct pronunciation could not be guaranteed by 
using analogy as a clue, the improvement in metalinguistic awareness would increase the 
opportunity in making a correct guess through using analogy, as a compensatory strategy to 
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read unfamiliar irregular inconsistent characters. To improve reading performance in this 
category of character, rote memorization is needed as in learning non-phonetic-compounds 
that without phonetic radical as a clue. 
Different from what was expected before the program, treatment effect was not only 
found in the target character categories, as mentioned above, but also in the untargeted 
categories. It was worth noting that improvement was found in the reading of irregular 
consistent items after training of regular consistent characters (Phase A) in both LHC and 
LHK. Their accuracy in reading this category of characters was the same as the maximum 
percentage correct they obtained in Baseline Phase. Their errors were further investigated. 
Both subjects made consistent errors that they usually incorrectly read the same character 
with the same pronunciation. The extra mistakes made in the third measure in Baseline Phase 
were correctly read in the first and second measures as well as the measure after Phase A. 
Therefore, this improvement could be accounted as normal variation.  
It should also be marked that LHC improved his performance in reading regular 
consistent and regular inconsistent items in generalization probe after training of irregular 
consistent characters (Phase B2) was completed; and in irregular consistent items after 
training of regular consistent/inconsistent items (Phase C2). This phenomenon was not found 
in LHK. Although a complete satisfactory account cannot be offered, the treatment effect 
might continue even a particular phase of training had already terminated. LHC might 
continue to strengthen the regularity awareness by himself through self rehearsal.  
Comparing the Two Sequences of Presenting Treatment Stimuli 
Apart from the effectiveness of metalinguistic awareness training on reading abilities, it 
was also a concern that how the program should be structured to achieve better treatment 
effects. This study proposed two sequences of presenting the four different categories of 
treatment stimuli. Since treatment stimuli were exactly the same in Sequence 1 (Phase A-D) 
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and Sequence 2 (Phase A-C2) and were completely trained in similar number of trials, it is 
reasonable to compare the two subjects’ performance excluding Phase E in Sequence 1.  
          It is argued that Sequence 2 was more effective than Sequence 1 for three reasons.  
First, LHC obtained greater increase in post-training assessments except in CNT. Second, 
LHK demonstrated a de-learning of in awareness of regularity effect after irregular consistent 
characters were trained. LHC did not obtain such loss and no drop of performance was found 
over the training program. Third, LHC showed better awareness of consistency effect. This is 
evidenced by the greater improvement in reading irregular consistent items in Baseline 
measures (LHC: +13.3%; LHK: +6.7%); and the higher proportion of consistency errors.  
          Prior the treatment, it was hypothesized that Sequence 2 would facilitate the learning of 
irregular inconsistent characters and would eliminate over-regularization errors. The two 
hypotheses were proven correct by present findings. 
Irregular inconsistent characters were introduced in Phase D in Sequence 1 and Phase 
C2 in Sequence 2. LHK needed 41 sets to acquire 40 characters in Phase D and LHC needed 
43 sets to acquire 80 characters in Phase C2. Despite of the similar number of trials needed to 
complete the phases, LHC appeared to learn irregular inconsistent characters more efficiently 
than LHK as he acquired this category of characters in a larger pool of stimuli and under the 
presence of the distraction of regular inconsistent characters.  
Second, since over-regularization errors were most significant in reading irregular 
items, only errors in reading irregular consistent and irregular inconsistent items were 
analyzed (see Figure 4). LHC showed a sharp drop in making over-regularization errors.  It 
means that this type of error was eliminated after learning regular inconsistent and irregular 
inconsistent characters simultaneously in Phase C2. Sequence 2 appears to be able to 
eliminate the over-regularization errors.  
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The maintenance in making over-generalization errors of LHK showed his persistent 
misapplication of regularity rule to irregular characters. It shows his difficulty in identifying 
which phonetic radicals are regular and which are not. Without this identification, he could 
hardly use the regularity rule flexibly and kept making this kind of errors. The drop in 
making these errors of LHC shows that he could apply regularity rule more appropriately 
after phase C2. He might learn more irregular phonetic radicals in this phase and he avoided 
applying regularity rule to characters with these radicals. Flexible use of this rule was 
established.  Since correct pronunciation of unfamiliar characters could not be guessed by 
regularity rule and consistency rule at the same time, except in reading regular consistent 
characters, the flexible use of rules was important in reading Chinese characters. The two 
subjects’ patterns in making over-generalization errors demonstrate the advantage of training 
metalinguistic awareness with flexibility, which was emphasized in sequence 2, in reading. 
Limitations and Suggestions for Clinical Application 
The present findings show that both LHC and LHK achieved more significant 
improvement in reading regular consistent, regular inconsistent and irregular consistent 
characters but not in irregular inconsistent characters. Limited positive change was not 
Figure 4.  Percentage of over-regularization errors in irregular items 
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surprising as correct pronunciation could not be cued by phonetic radical and could be hardly 
cued when the members from the same family have different phonological representations. 
Although the programs did not offer significant help in reading irregular inconsistent 
characters, the arbitrary pronunciations of this category could serve to strengthen the 
flexibility of using metalinguistic awareness on regularity and consistency. It is suggested 
that this category of characters should be trained through rote memorization that greater 
effort is needed. 
During the visits, it was found that the subjects did not know or misread a few phonetic 
radicals. Since their correct phonological representation of phonetic radical was necessary for 
reading unfamiliar regular items, familiarity of these radicals should be ensured. It is 
suggested that unfamiliar phonetic radicals can be included as treatment stimuli with target 
phonetic compounds in the program.  
          This study was an exploratory one for examining the effects of metalinguistic 
awareness training as well as the differences between the two sequences of presenting 
treatment stimuli on enhancing reading abilities. The design of the procedures did not 
guarantee the acquisition of awareness on regularity and consistency effects before moving to 
new treatment phases. For clinical application, probe tests are highly recommended to trace 
the treatment progress. If the performance in reading a category of characters is not satisfied 
when all treatment stimuli were exhausted, a new set of stimuli can be added to further 
reinforce the metalinguistic awareness development. It was proven in LHK’s case that 
introducing a new set of stimuli was effective to further improve his reading performance.  
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Appendix 
Stimuli used in treatment 
Categories of characters Examples 
Regular consistent  白鷺、惦記、餸菜、膳食、狼狽、恐怖、稱謂、樂譜 
Regular inconsistent 華僑、分娩、摔跤、階梯、腳趾、沙漠、滄桑、蛟龍 
Irregular consistent  出嫁、莊稼、擾攘、佳釀、鎖匙、瑣碎、蠕動、儒家 
Irregular inconsistent 矯正、挽手、挾持、揩乾、拉扯、暮色、嗆鼻、絞痛 
Note. *Targeted characters are italicized.  
 
Stimuli used in generalization and control probes 
Categories of characters Examples 
Regular consistent  徊、瑯、摧、蔓、疥 
Regular inconsistent 琳、琨、綽、妮、秧 
Irregular consistent  吶、涓、嘰、棱、掏 
Irregular inconsistent 潰、詭、舨、膘、帖 
Non-phonetic compound 弔、堯、戈、牚、忑 
 
